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Construction of the ED104 requires the assembly of 3 boards:-

Column 1 – Panther Pot Support PCB (3D Model)
Column 2 – ED104 PCB (3D Model)
Column 3 – Panther Pot Support PCB (3D Model)

Constructors should refer to the printed Component Overlay for any
specific comments regarding the board assemblies, the Bill of
Materials for the current value of all components and General
Construction Notes for general PCB assembly guidelines

1. Assemble the 8x Jack Carrier boards (3D Model)
2. Fit all components to the Panther Pot Supports boards

except for the Jack Carrier assemblies
3. Mount 3x Jack Carrier assemblies to one of the Panther Pot

boards but do not solder
4. Offer the assembly up to the front panel and secure using

the supplied nuts and washers ensuring that the PCB sits
parallel to the edge of the panel

5. Solder the Jack Carrier assemblies in to place
6. Remove this assembly and repeat for the 2nd Panther Pot

board. Remove it when done
7. Fit all components to the ED104 board except for the LEDs

D101 and D102 and Jack Carrier assemblies
8. Mount the Jack carrier assemblies to the board but do not solder
9. Offer the assembly up to the front panel and secure using the supplied nuts and washers ensuring

that the [LIN/LOG] sits central to its mounting hole.
10. Solder the Jack Carrier assemblies in to place
11. Form and mount the LEDs
12. Install the 2 Panther Pot assemblies

Install the 2x IDC cables connecting the Panther Pot Support Boards to the main board.

Finally, check that all panel nuts are secured and fit the pot knobs.

There is no calibration required for this module so it should be ready to work straight away.

Please note that a manufacturing error has resulted in the centre knob being incorrectly labelled and scaled.
It is currently labelled [PANNER] and has a centre-zero scaling. It should be marked [PAN DEPTH] and be
scaled ‘1 – 9’.

http://www.elby-designs.com/webtek/panther/support-3d/pot_p1-j2-j3-j4.pdf
http://www.elby-designs.com/webtek/panther/ed104-dual-linlog-vca/ed104-3d.pdf
http://www.elby-designs.com/webtek/panther/support-3d/pot_p1-j2-j3-j4.pdf
http://www.elby-designs.com/webtek/panther/ed104-dual-linlog-vca/ed104-overlay.pdf
http://www.elby-designs.com/webtek/panther/ed104-dual-linlog-vca/kf-1-ed104.pdf
http://www.elby-designs.com/webtek/panther/ed104-dual-linlog-vca/kf-1-ed104.pdf
http://www.elby-designs.com/webtek/documents/general-construction-notes.pdf
http://www.elby-designs.com/webtek/documents/general-construction-notes.pdf
http://www.elby-designs.com/webtek/panther/support-3d/carrier-v1_jack.pdf
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